Resilient Event-Triggered Controller Synthesis of Networked Control Systems Under Periodic DoS Jamming Attacks.
In this paper, the event-based controller synthesis problem for networked control systems under the resilient event-triggering communication scheme (RETCS) and periodic denial-of-service (DoS) jamming attacks is studied. First, a new periodic RETCS is designed under the assumption that the DoS attacks imposed by power-constrained pulsewidth-modulated jammers are partially identified, that is, the period of the jammer and a uniform lower bound on the jammer's sleeping periods are known. Second, a new state error-dependent switched system model is constructed, including the impacts of the RETCS and DoS attacks. According to this new model, the exponential stability criteria are derived by using the piecewise Lyapunov functional. In these criteria, the relationship among DoS parameters, the triggering parameters, the sampling period, and the decay rate is quantitatively characterized. Then, a criterion is also proposed to obtain the explicit expressions of the triggering parameter and event-based state feedback controller gain simultaneously. Finally, the obtained theoretical results are verified by a satellite yaw-angles control system.